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GPS Tracking and Telematics for

Scooter Rental Business
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Tracking - Security - Remote Control

Real Time GPS TRACKING - 3 Parameter Algorithm
Our devices send the position every 0.062mi, or every 30 seconds, or in case of a turn greater than 
10°, drawing perfect lines and complete curves.

36 months Historical Data and Routes 
DOTMobile Cloud records all data (routes and events) from any motorcycle for the last 36 months 
which can be reviewed and exported at any time. 

INTERACTIVE GEOFENCING
Using the Pin&Drag function it is possible to draw unlimited multi-shape, circular, polygonal and 
convex areas, to mark 
- dangerous areas   - geographic boundaries
- shed or garage   - yard

Scared of failing to hear a text message?
With Alert Call, DOTMobile automatically warns unlimited phone numbers 
with a customizable multi-language voice message.

- Text Message SMS 
- E-Mail 

- Engine On/Off
- Towing 
- Removal 

- Main Battery Low
- Main Power Loss 
- Entry / Exit Geofence 

MULTI-ALARMS 24/7
to unlimited phone numbers or recipients

via

- Phone Call
- Skype

for

IGNITION LOCK
Disable ignition by remote to recovery 
motorcycles in case of theft, missed or delayed 
return, abandonment in an unattended area.

Real Time SHUT OFF 
Immediate shut off of the motorcycle by remote 
in case of request from the authority.

DUAL MODE IMMOBILIZER and IGNITION CONTROL

SLEEPING MODE - Saving Battery DOTMobile devices enter in sleeping mode when the engine is turned off, to 
save the motorcycle battery. They are activated in the event of starting or removing the motorcycle. 

- Jammer 
- Crash
- Overcome Speed 



Prices

SERVICE (WebPortal + App)

Yearly
Billing

$ 99.00

Monthly
Billing

$ 9.50
(8.25 $ / month)

GV75W is an innovative IP67 device with 1,100mA internal backup 
battery (up to 120 hours of autonomy in sleeping mode). 
Internal GPS/GSM antennas. 
CE/FCC certified.
Warranty automatically extended at annual plan renewals.

For orders higher than 100 units ask for a reserved quote. 

Sale Conditions:
End User Price List 2019 - Rel 2.0 - Unitary price in US$.
Payment in advance. DOTMobile Plan with yearly contract with automatic renewal. 
Monthly billing: min 5 pieces required. and first 3 months payed in advance. 
Global SIM and Data Traffic: Australia, Canada, Cayman Islands, Europe, Mexico, New Zealand, SouthAfrica, US included. 
Others will be charged separately, contact us for their rates.
Voice calls can be purchased directly from WebPortal by credit card: 
24 calls $29.00 - 48 calls $39.00 - 96 calls $69.00.
30 monthly text messages per account included, overage invoiced separately. Unlimited, free of charge e-mails and 
skype messages.
One-Off contribution for each device configuration, activation and shipment: $ 29 for US, Canada, Europe and $ 49 for 
all others.

Yearly
Billing

$ 89.00

Monthly
Billing

$ 8.50
(7.42 $ / month)

Yearly
Billing

$ 79.00

Monthly
Billing

$ 7.50
(6.58 $ / month)

up to 20 units 21 - 50 units 51 - 100 units 

$ 149.00

Device -  BlackBox GV75W



USA
13499 Biscayne Blvd. TS1 - Miami FL 33181

info@dotmobile.io

Products, technical specifications and prices are subject to possible variations or cancellations without prior notice.
Products and brands shown are the property of their respective owners or holders.

EU
Via Romolo Murri 21 - 48124 Ravenna IT

info@puntomobile.it 

dotmobile.io


